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sensible discrimination of all the senses, measurements of motor ability
and endurance, tests of ingenuity, as displayed in rapidity of solving a-
number of pozzies, mechanical and other, of powers of memorising and
retention, of rapidity and variety of the associative processes, of the
degree of change in poise and respiration under various conditions, and
lastly a series of questions designed to bring oot the subject's estimate
of his peculiarities of faculty and disposition. The tests seem to have
been well devised and carefully applied, and the results are shown in
convenient diagrammatic form.

The differences between the two groups, male and female, brought out-
by these tests are very small, and are summarised by the author as
follows: " Thresholds :—Women have lower thresholds in the recognition
of two points on the skin ; in touch; in sweet, salt, sour and bitter
taste ; in smell; in colour; and in pain through pressure. Men and
women are alike in respect to the upper and lower limits of pitch. Men
have a lower threshold in the perception of light. Discriminative sen-
sibility :—Women have finer discrimination in pitch and in colour. Men
and women have equal discrimination in temperature, in odour and in
passive pressure. Men have finer discrimination in lifted weights ; in
sweet, sour and bitter taste ; in shades of gray; probably in areas on
the skin ; and in visual areas." Motor ability in most of its forms is-
better developed in men, namely in strength and rapidity of movement,
in endurance and in precision ; while women have the advantage in the
formation of new co-ordination of movement. As for the intellectual
faculties, women axe decidedly superior in memory and possibly more
rapid in associative reproduction. Men are probably superior in in-
genuity. There is little, if any, sexual difference in the degree of
domination by emotion; and social consciousness is more prominent in
men and religious consciousness in women.

The writer argues that such small differences as her researches have
revealed are probably due wholly, or in chief part, to differences of social
environment and training.

The criticisms that suggest themselves are: first, that the numbers of
individuals are too few ; it iB to be regretted that when so much labour
has been given to the research, the same methods should not have been
applied to a still larger number of individuals of both sexes ; secondly,
that the tests applied are quite inadequate to bring out the innate differ-
ences that are socially important, e.g.. it is obvious that the replies of
individuals to such questions as "Are you sympathetic?" and "Are-
you socially timid ? " must be determined by the standards of sympathy
and timidity of the subject,, and that the differences of standard in such
matters, that certainly obtain between the sexes, may obscure very-
great real differences in these respects. Should the authoress ever be-
come an impartial observer of a family of boys and girls she will probably
find occasion to revise her conclusions in respect to many of the more
important points.

W. McD.

The Exittential Import of Categorical Prtdicaiion: Studia in Logic By
A. Wow, M.A. Lond., B.A. Camb. Cambridge University Press,
1906. Pp. xii,164.

This is an exhaustive discussion of the problem, in which the author
gathers together and criticises in a highly expert fashion all that has
been said about it by the leading modern logicians. The theories of Dr.
Venn and Dr. Keynes hare get a thorough overhauling, but Mr. Wolf
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seems equally familiar with the scholastic doctrines connected with the
same topic

His own theory is that of existential non-implication, and it oomes to
the front quite early. It is a consequence of his doctrine of the use of
terms. Every term has ' objectivity,' but no term necessarily implies
the ' reality' of the^bject of which it is a name. The distinction, how-
ever, that our author offers between objectivity and reality, though at
first sight obvious, is perhaps not philosophically satisfactory.

To >>-'.ve objectivity is to refer to something, bnt in the case of
' fairy,' • centaur' and ' round square' that something does no* have
' actual existence '. The ordinary doctrine, that the object of reference
has alwayB actual existence in some ' universe of discourse,' whether of
physical fact, mythology or madness, Mr. Wolf will not allow, because
he thinkB that it is thereby implied that there are various universes of
discourse other than the actually existing universe. But surely this is
not so; any sane doctrine of separate universes of discourse must always
regard them as part of the one real universe. FignientB of the imaffina-
tion are, after all, real figments, and, as Mr. Wolf admits, their names
refer indirectly to reality because the objects which they indicate exist
in the actual thoughts of men.

The whole controversy hinges on the definition of actual existence.
If by that we mean existence other than in the thoughts of men, then
certainly no term carries with it a guarantee of the actual existence of
its object. But is it not uncritical to select intuitiveness as the criterion
of this actual existence and not the consistency of the judgments about
an object with experience as a whole ?

G. R. T. Ross.

The Evolution of Knowledge : a Revuw of Philosophy. By RAYMOND ST.
JAMBS PBBRIN. London : Williams & Norgate ; New York: The
Baker & Taylor Co., 1905. Pp. xiii, 30ft.

The first part of this ' review' :s a brief history of philosophy during
its ' pre-evolutionary' period, which extends from the time of Thales to
that of German Idealism and Sir William Hamilton. The evolutionary
period is monopolised by George Henry Lewes and Herbert Spencer. It
is from these latter philosophers that Mr. Perrin claims to derive his
main doctrine—that ' motion is the ultimate reality,' thought, duty,
beauty being all forms of motion.

Unfortunately the immediacy with which this belief presents itself to
our author tends to make him dispense with any coherent proof of it.
Perhaps, also, the value of his conclusions is hardly sufficient to excuse
the vagueness of his language throughout and the inaccuracy*of many
of his statements.

G. R, T. Ross.

Philotophie tier Botanik. By Dr. J. REINKE, Professor of Botany in the
University of KieL Natur- uad Kulturphilosophische Bibliothek.
Leipzig : Barth, 1905. Pp. 201.

More than a century and a half ago Linn^ wrote what he called Philo-
tophtu Bottuiiai, but it was almost all purely descriptive science, and there
are only a few sentences which even the most penerous can call philo-
sophical. Since 1750 Botany has got into clot.nr grips with the hfe of
plants than was possible in Linniean days, and has more adequately
appreciated its mysteries. The cell doctrine, the onahsis of metabolism,
2 7 . 29
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